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Abstract: This paper présents a new approach for multi-objective optimization of area-delay-power
simultaneously for VLSI implementation of digital finite impulse response filter. It is based on use of concept of
multiple constant multiplication approach with partial product sharing and coefficient reuse in multiplier
module and /or digit serial architecture in adder module design along with fixed point arithmetic. Designs are
synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler in 90 nm & 45 nm process technology. The synthesis results shows
that proposed approach provide a good multi-objective optimization technique for digital FIR filter compared to
other previous findings published in last decade.
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I.

Introduction

Modular design approach has become recent trend for the development of complex VLSI systems
wherein most of these modular VLSI systems need to be optimized with respect to basic constraints in VLSI
design i.e. area, power and speed with acceptable performance level [1].
Moreover in present decade, the growing awareness to environmental heating, the drive to deliver lighter
mobile computers with longer battery life, and the emerging demand for portable & faster consumer electronic
products has created the need for VLSI implementation of these products by the industry wherein all three basic
constraints area, power and delay need to be optimized simultaneously [2].
But the main hurdle in the VLSI implementation of digital circuits is that either the design can be area
efficient or power efficient or speed efficient, but not all area-time-speed efficient simultaneously. Optimizing
one parameter affects the other as seen in equation below:CL *Vdd
Td 
I
(1.1)
Where I is device current defined in terms of (Vdd - Vth ) .
So, single-objective solutions to various design optimization problems in VLSI circuit design must
hence be augmented to deal with this changing scenario. Thus, in today’s era of VLSI circuit design, there is need
for multi-objective optimization of VLSI circuit.
Multi-objective optimization involves minimizing or maximizing multiple objective functions subject to
a set of constraints. Example problems include analyzing design tradeoffs, selecting optimal product or process
designs, or any other application where you need an optimal solution with tradeoffs between two or more
conflicting objectives.
This paper describes the various possible multi-objective optimization trade-off approaches that that
allows designer to optimize the performance of Multiply Accumulate (MAC) unit or specifically multiplier and
adder block of MAC unit depending on the need of VLSI implementation of digital applications. This paper is an
extended version of our previously published work [22, 23]. In this paper, results obtained on 90 nm process
technology are presented and compared with FIR filter approaches presented in last decade.
The proposed concept of the use of concept of Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM) for
implementing multiplier blocks only with wires, and adder block using digit serial architecture approach in
floating point arithmetic , and these approaches provides a result that reliably match with theoretical results or
results implemented in MATLAB, and thus making these approaches a valuable trade-off strategies in enhancing
the performance of VLSI implementation of digital signal processing (DSP) applications with reasonable
accuracy. Digital low pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter was selected as case study in this research work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the traditional approach for VLSI implementation of digital FIR filters. Section III
suggests multi-objective optimization approaches introduced in VLSI implementation of digital FIR filter. In
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Section IV experimental implementations are discussed. Section V describes the simulation results of various FIR
filter structure obtained on 45 nm and 90 nm CMOS process technologies and their comparisons. In Section VI,
obtained results of direct form FIR filters based on approaches presented in this paper are compared with
benchmark FIR filter implementation approaches present in last decade. The paper is concluded in section VII.

II.

Digital Fir Filter

The FIR filters are basic component in any DSP application. The block diagram of discrete time direct
form FIR digital filter is shown in figure (2.1) and its time domain representation is defined by following
equation:N

h[n] =

b

i

x  n-i 

i=0

(2.1)

Fig. 2.1: A discrete-time FIR filter of order N
From equation 2.1, it is seen that the critical operations usually involve in FIR filter are many
multiplications and additions. Hence for real-time signal processing, a high speed and high throughput multiplier
& adder module are always a key to achieve a high performance in digital signal processing system or may in
digital communication system.
Therefore, the performance & optimization of VLSI implementation of any DSP applications greatly
depends on how digital FIR filters are implemented and hence in it how the multiplier and adder module. Hence,
digital FIR low pass symmetric FIR filter was selected as case study in this research work.
The previous works on digital FIR filter structure proposed in last two decades were mostly single
objective based [3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8] i.e. the objectives were either area or power or speed or in very few cases
combination of two [13]. So, in this paper the focused was on how area, power and speed can be optimized
simultaneously without affecting the functionality & performance of the circuit.

III.

Design Approach

The fixed point arithmetic was used in VLSI implementation of digital FIR filter because of reduced cost
of the hardware and high speed processing fixed point arithmetic offers over floating point arithmetic [16].
The Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM) concept along with partial product sharing was used in
VLSI implementation of multiplier module in digital FIR filter realization. Because of MCM approach, the shift
and add loop of traditional multipliers are replaced with a set of high speed wire-shifts and then added in one
quick step. The concept of MCM with & without partial product sharing is shown in figure 3.1. Without partial
product sharing 29x & 43x product are implemented in three stages and 6 adder blocks are required. Whereas in
MCM approach with partial product sharing products are implemented in just two stages and only four adder
blocks are required.
The digit serial architecture approach was used in VLSI implementation of the adder module because it
leads to higher throughput because each computation is carried out only in W/N clock cycles, instead of W as in
bit serial case. In digit-serial computation, data words of size W bits are partitioned into digits of size N bits (the
digit-size, N, is divisor of the word-size, W) and are processed serially one digit at a time with least significant
digit first. A complete word is processed in P=W/N clock cycles and consecutive words follow each other without
a break. The number of bits per digit or digit-size is width of digit serial signal, and W/N is its length. The
sequence of W/N clock cycles is sample period [17, 18, & 19]. The RTL view of digit adder module used in the
work is shown in figure 3.2.
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Fig. 3.1: Shift-adds implementations of 29x and 43x (a) without partial product sharing; (b) with partial product
sharing

Fig.3.2: RTL view of digit adder
The digit size in this adder is two bits. In first clock cycle, three least significant bits (LSB) of A (A0 &
A1) and of B (B0 & B1) are presented to array of full adder cells. The carry- in to the LSB position will be zero.
During the clock cycle, a ripple carry addition of the two bits is performed & produces a sum of two bits & a
carry-out bit. This carry-out bit is delayed one clock cycle and fed to LSB position. In next clock cycle, it is
combined with next digit of output. Thus operation is carried out two bits at a time [17].

IV.

Implementation

In the work, five LTI filters were designed viz.
 filter 0 (direct form)
 filter 1 (transposed form)
 filter 2 (Optimized direct form with only partial product sharing and MCM approach)
 filter 3 (TDF with digit serial adder approach)
 filter 4 (Optimized direct form with partial product sharing with MCM and digit adder approach)
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and then their performances were compared with respect to area, dynamic power dissipation and propagation
delay.
Firstly, simple direct form FIR filter structure was implementated in MATLAB using FDA (Filter
Design & Analysis) tool of MATLAB with following specifications: Design Method: - FIR equiripple
 Response type: - Low pass
 Filter order: - 17
From FDA tool, the filter co-efficients for direct form FIR filter structure were obtained. But these coefficients were negative and in floating point format. In order to optimize the resources used (i.e. gates and hence
area) at RTL ( Register Transfer level) , processing performance, system cost and ease of use; and since dynamic
range of output is known, the floating point coefficients were converted into the fixed point coefficient by
multiplying them with 1000 and taking the round off value of it. After that negative coefficients were converted
into the positive coefficients by taking the absolute value of previous value. The process is illustrated in figure
4.1.

Fig.4.1: Steps for Problem elimination
The magnitude response of direct form FIR filter using values obtained from FDA tool in MATLAB and
using the values after carrying out the process illustrated in figure 4.1 were found to be same (figure 4.2).
Next, using these filter co-efficients filter0, filter1,filter2,filter3 & filter4 FIR filter structure were
implemented using Active HDL and their performance with respect to area, timing and dynamic power
consumption were analyzed using Altera’s Quatrus tool as well as Xilinx tool at RTL level and Synopsis Design
Vision tool.
The partial RTL view of filter 0 (direct form and ripple carry adder (RCA) based adder module), filter 1
(transposed form and RCA based adder module)), filter2 (Optimized direct form with only partial product sharing
and MCM approach and RCA based adder module) and filter 3 (TDF with digit serial adder approach and RCA
based adder module) implementation in Active HDL software tool are shown in figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6
respectively. The multiplier module of MAC in filter0, filter1 and filter 3 were implemented using generic or
array multiplier. The MCM approach based multiplier module was used in filter 2 and filter 4 were implemented
using structure shown in figure 4.1(b).

Fig 4.2: Magnitude Response of FIR Filter
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Fig.4.3: Partial RTL view of filter 0 (direct form)

Fig.4.4: Partial RTL view of filter 1 (transposed form)

Fig.4.5: Partial RTL view of filter 2 (Optimized direct form with only partial product sharing and MCM
approach)
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Fig.4.6: Partial RTL view of filterdigitadder0 module of filter 3 ( TDF with digit serial adder approach)
The drawback of the approach use in filter 0 or filter 1 were that either size of adders and / or hence
latches in transposed or DF structure were increasing after each stage and thereby adding to increase in area and
power consumption of the circuit.
To optimize the problems faced in implementation of the multiplier and adder module of direct form
digital filter structure, a slight modification is suggested in direct form FIR filter structure i.e. concept of
coefficient reuse with MCM approach in multiplier module implementation and use of digit architectures in adder
module design, and with same approach DF FIR was also redesigned. This approach considerable optimizes the
number of multiplier module used in design and improves the efficiency of adder module.
From low pass symmetric digital FIR filter design on MATLAB at initial level it was observed that five
filter coefficients were repeated two or three times. Hence multiplier module corresponding to these filter
coefficient were designed only one time and were reused in later design simultaneously based on approach shown
in figure 3.1b.
The top module RTL view of filter 4 (Optimized direct form with partial product sharing with MCM and
digit adder approach) is shown in figure 4.7. The partial RTL view of filterdigitadder2optmul1 module of filter 4
is shown in figure 4.8. In this design, latches are being removed from upper branch and its need is covered in the
shift and load process of adderfsm1 module, when all bits shift and accumulate in shift register, it then finally
thrown out to register, on load clk, which is equivalent to latch process. The RTL view of adder module is shown
in figure 4.9. The logic in the form of finite state machine (adderfsm1 module) which is used to control adder
module of filter 4 is shown in figure 4.10. It generates sel_sumcount and sel control signals used in digit adder
module. The logic used in implementation of multiplier block based on MCM approach is shown in figure 4.11.
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Fig.4.7: RTL view of top module of filter 4 (Optimized direct form with partial product sharing with MCM and
digit adder approach)

Fig.4.8: Partial RTL view of filter 4 (Optimized direct form with partial product sharing with MCM and digit
adder approach)
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Fig.4.9 RTL view of adder module of filter 4

Fig.4.10: State diagram of adderfsm1 module in filter 4
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Fig.4.11: Logic used in implementation of multiplier module (mulh0) in filter 4

V.

Results & Comparison

Compilation summary for total cell area and total dynamic power dissipation respectively of filter0,
filter1, filter2, filter3 & filter 4 of digital FIR filter on 45 nm process technologies (without wire load (WLM)
model on Synopsis Design Vision tool are given below in table 5.1. Advanced HDL Synthesis Timing Report and
report stating number of adders and multiplier inferred in design at RTL level (Family: Vertex 5, Device:
XC5VLX30, Speed grade: -3, Package: FF324) obtained on Xilinx tool are given in table 5.2 and 5.3
respectively. The table 5.3 shows that multiplier module in filter 2 and filter 4 is implemented by simply means of
wire because of MCM approach. The table 5.3 also shows that number of adder blocks is also drastically reduced
in filter 4 in comparison to other filters.
Table 5.1: Compilation Summary of Filter 0, Filter 1, Filter 2, Filter3 & Filter4 of order N=17
Filter 0 (DF +
Array Multiplier +
RCA)
Technology without
WLM

45 nm

Filter 1
(TF + Array
Multiplier +
RCA)
45 nm

Filter 2
(MCM + Partial
product sharing +
RCA
45 nm

Filter 3
(TF + Array
Multiplier + DA)
45 nm

Filter 4
(MCM + Partial
product
sharing+ DA)
45 nm

Global operating
Voltage

1.1 V

1.1 V

1.1 V

1.1 V

1.1 V

Total cell area in µm sq.
Total Dynamic Power in
mW

28836.138528
5.8902

34037.859675
12.8132

20489.168487
2.3453

13424.326756
7.3128

988.815092
0.1492223

Maximum output
required time after clock
(RTL report) in nsec

17.179

4.065

4.076

2.699

2.699

Maximum
combinational path
delay (RTL report)

17.440

7.336

no critical path not
found

no critical path
not found

no critical path
not found

Further, the graphical analysis of filter0, filter1, filter2, filter3 & filter 4 of digital FIR filter with respect to total
cell area, total dynamic power readings and circuit latency with reference to table 5.1 are shown in figure 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3 respectively.
Table 5.2: Advanced HDL Synthesis Timing Report of Filter 0, Filter 1, Filter 2, Filter3 & Filter4 of order N=17
Name of
filter

Minimum
period in nsec

Maximum
Frequency in
MHz

Minimum input arrival
time before clock

Maximum output
required time after
clock in nsec

Maximum
combinational path
delay in nsec

Filter4

2.650

377.333

1.801ns

2.699

No path found

Filter3

2.650

377.333

1.801ns

2.699

No path found

Filter2

1.809

552.884

1.376ns

4.076

No path found

Filter1

1.891

528.905

5.162ns

4.065

7.336

Filter0

0.585

1710.279

0.850ns

17.179

17.440
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Table 5.3: Advanced HDL Synthesis Report of Filter 0, Filter 1, Filter 2, Filter3 & Filter4 of order N=17
Name of filter

Adders

Multipliers

Filter4

Total : 6, 14-bit adder :5, 4-bit adder : 1

-----

Filter3

Total :1, 4-bit adder :1

Total :18, 8x8-bit multiplier
:18

Filter2

Total :24, 14-bit adder :5, 31-bit adder :18, 8-bit adder :1

------

Filter1

Total : 18, 31-bit adder :18

Filter0

Total : 18, 31-bit adder :18

Total :18, 8x8-bit multiplier
:18
Total :18, 8x8-bit multiplier
:18

Fig.5.1: Comparative analysis in terms of area

Fig.5.2: Comparative analysis in terms of power

Fig.5.3: Comparative analysis in terms of delay
The summaries of experimental results on 45 nm technology are given below:
 Area reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 0: 96.52 %
 Area reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 2: 95.29 %
 Area reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 1: 97.09 %
 Area reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 3: 92.64 %
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Area reduction in filter 3 vs. Filter 1: 61.23 %
Dynamic Power reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 0 :
97.44 %
Dynamic Power reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 2 :
93.64 %
Dynamic Power reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 1 :
98.84 %
Dynamic Power reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 3 :
97.96 %
Dynamic Power reduction in filter 3 vs. Filter 1 :
42.8 %
Circuit latency reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 0 : 84.29 %
Circuit latency reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 2 : 33.79 %
Circuit latency reduction in filter 4 vs. Filter 1 : 33.61 %
Circuit latency reduction in filter 3 vs. Filter 1 : 63.21 %

Compilation summary for total dynamic power dissipation of filter0, filter1, filter2, filter3 & filter 4 of digital
FIR filter on 90 nm technologies on Synopsis Design Vision tool is given below in table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Compilation Summary of Filter 0, Filter 1, Filter 2, Filter3 & Filter4 of order N=17
Technology with WLM
Global Operating Voltage
Total Dynamic Power in mW
Total area in µm sq.
data required time (nsec)
data arrival time (nsec)
slack (nsec)

Filter 0
90 nm
1.2 V
0.9964143
52881.060093
19.90
-14.83
5.07

Filter 1
90 nm
1.2 V
1.9999
66098.457501
19.84
-8.19
11.64

Filter 2
90 nm
1.2 V
0.5749835
23439.235934
19.88
-2.67
17.21

Filter 3
90 nm
1.2 V
0.1052175
56187.065995
19.82
-4.28
15.54

Filter 4
90 nm
1.2 V
0.1052098
54596.246247
19.82
-4.31
15.51

The experimental results on 90 nm technologies file results on Synopsis design Vision tool showed that
digital FIR filter design in fixed point arithmetic with MCM; partial product sharing and coefficient reuse
approach gives better result in comparison to traditional DF or transposed digital FIR filter structure.

VI.

Proposed Fir Filter Implementation Approach Validation

The FIR filter implementation approaches proposed in this paper was found to be better than approach
Computation Sharing High Speed Multiplier (CSHM) proposed in [24] published in year 2015 in which
respective authors have claimed that their proposed CSHM approach is better than existing CSHM approach
published in [25].
The FIR filter implementation approaches proposed in this paper was also found to be better than
approach Computation Sharing High Speed Multiplier (CSHM) proposed in [27] published in year 2013 in which
floating point arithmetic scheme was used in implementation.
The FIR filter implementation approaches proposed in this dissertation was also found to be better than
approach presented in [26] in which a new design paradigm for the programmable FIR filters by exploiting the
Extended Double Base Number Systems (EDBNS) to maximize the sub-expression sharing for all filter
coefficients of a given word length was proposed in year 2015.
The respective benchmark experimental reading comparison of [24, 25, 26 & 27] with filter
implementation proposed in this paper viz. filter2, filter3 and filter4 is given in table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Comparison of proposed multipliers with approaches proposed in last decade
Multiplier size
in FIR 8×8

Filter2

Filter 3

Filter 4

Existing
CSHM
[70]

[70]

[80]

Existing
CSHM
[71]

[79]

Filter order

N=17

N=17

N=17

N=4

N=4

N=10

N=10

N=20

Technology

90 nm

90 nm

90 nm

180 nm

180 nm

180 nm

180 nm

180 nm

Number of cells
Total cell area
in µm sq.
Total area in
µm sq.

1426

3369

3319

1288

904

46521

--

4774

22965.350

54799.257

53236.224

30093.9

24854.027

475442

--

--

23439.235

56187.065

54596.246

--

--

--

5 ×106

--
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Total Dynamic
Power in mW
data arrival
time or delay
(nsec)

0.5749835

0.1052175

0.1052098

2.098

1.299

41.77

286.6

--

2.67

4.28

4.31

9

8.151

44

5.7

2.59

Above comparison of the proposed FIR filter implementation approaches in this paper with recent
benchmarks results in [24, 25 & 27] has established that proposed multiplier module (MUL3) is good multiobjective solutions in VLSI implementation of various digital signal processing (DSP) and digital communication
applications where area-power-speed are design constraints.

VII.

Conclusion

This paper has presented a new approach for multi-objective optimization of VLSI implementation of
direct form FIR filter module and it has shown how simultaneously considerable optimization in area, power and
delay can be achieved without affecting the functionality of filter module. This new approach is based on novel
idea of use of concept of MCM approach with partial product sharing and coefficient reuse in multiplier module
and /or digit serial architecture in adder module design along with fixed point arithmetic.
Section VI has established the benchmark that approaches presented in this paper is a better alternative
over benchmark FIR filter (CSHM based) VLSI implementation proposed in last decade [70, 71, 79 & 80]. This
is due the fact that approaches proposed in literature [70, 71, 79 & 80] has suggested transposed of direct form of
FIR filter structure for optimization or has not consider the fact that in transposed structure latch size will go on
increasing after each addition & hence the adder size after each stage will increase and hence these may increase
area & power dissipation of the circuit. Further, concept of coefficient reuse in multiplier module and /or digit
serial architecture in adder module design was not used in their implementation of FIR filter module. Moreover
the multiplier module in these literatures was implemented using adder and shifter whereas in our proposed
concept multiplier module is implemented by simply means set of high speed wires.
The suggested modifications were also found to be a better multi-objective optimization strategy in
VLSI implementation of digital FIR design without affecting the functionality of the circuit when compared with
other promising finding available in literature [6, 8, 12, 13, and 20]. Similarly the suggested VLSI implemented
of multiplier module based on MCM approach with combination of adder module based on digit serial
architecture approach was also found to be giving better multi-objective approach than promising finding
available in literature [28].
Thus, the approach suggested in this paper may provide challenging solutions in realizing area, power as
well as speed efficient optimized design for VLSI circuits or DSP system.
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